
Circuit Cornerstone 3:  Healthy Accountability 

 

Circuit Leaders: ____________________________ 

Circuit Name: ______________________________ 

 

The Mission of The United Methodist Church is to make disciples of Jesus Christ for the transformation of the world.   

 

The Purpose of Circuit Ministry is to develop a circuit of missionally effective clergy and laity leading together in 

partnership through 1. Leadership Multiplication, 2. Missional Accountability & Oversight. 

 

Circuit Cornerstone Objectives:  

Connect with God and Others, 

Go deeper with Spiritual Accountability and the Covenant, and 

Explore the Circuit within the greater understanding of vocation and collegiality. 

 

Before the Meeting 

Bring your notes of highlights, insights, or questions from your local church discussion of circuits. 

 

Loving 

 Review Purpose of the Meeting and Plan for Your Time 

  

 Relationship-Building 

 

Invite each person to share 5-10 minutes about a powerful time they experienced God in their life, 
including how their current sense of vocation is shaped by that experience. 

 Worship 

 

 Glory Sightings: “Where have we seen God since we met last?” 

 

 Spiritual Formation/Accountability: Sharing and Reviewing Personal Practices 

  “How is it with your soul?” and  

 “What do you want us to ask you next time?”   

 

 Covenant: Share, Refine, and Sign the group covenant. 

 

Learning 

R-A-D from the Local Church:  Share your highlights, insights, and questions from your local church discussion about 

circuits.  Guide your time with our R-A-D questions: 

• What worked well?  What did not? 

• What do we need to adjust? 

• What do we need to do? 

 

  



Learning for Common Language:  Circuit Essentials and Vocation 

 6 Processes of Spiritual Leadership video 

Discussion Questions: 

1. Which of these processes is the most difficult to understand? 

2. Which of these processes do we need the most improvement in? 

3. Explain why the first 3 processes lead to better results in the last 3 processes. 

 

 3 Accountabilities of Spiritual Leadership video 

Note that we add a fourth “accountability” in Iowa:  Vocation Accountability, which we will explore in the next 

video.   

Discussion Questions: 

1. Why is accountability important? 

2. Why is important to consider these types of accountability? 

3. Which of these do we need to get better at doing? 

 

 Vocational Accountability video 

Discussion Questions: 

1. What in the video can you take back to your setting? 

2. With what conference or connectional groups could we partner?   

3. What resources do we need from the larger connection to accomplish our work?  What can we offer? 

4. What do we need in this circuit or in these circuit meetings to grow and sustain our calling from God, to 

the community, and to the Church? 

 

Learning for a Common Language—Two Books 

Beginning with Cornerstone 4 and through this first year, every circuit will read through two books with the 

hope of shaping our common language in Iowa: 

• The Anatomy of Peace: Resolving the Heart of Conflict by The Arbinger Institute 

• Strengthening the Soul of Your Leadership:  Seeking God in the Crucible of Ministry by Ruth Haley Barton 

Rather than doing a book summary or critique, read these books with the sense of application for your self, your 

local church, and your circuit. 

Decide your plan for engaging the two books through the next year. 

 

Leading 

Strategize for the Local Church (Consider as peers how to implement the learning and assignments in each local 

church setting.  What does the action or assignment look like for each church?) 

 

Strategic Communication  (What do we need to communicate?  To whom? [local church leaders, members not 

present, district superintendent, circuit coach, others]  Why?  How?  By when?) 

  Circuit Meeting Monthly Communication Record 

  

  

  



R-A-D the Meeting 

• What worked well?  What did not? 

• What do we need to adjust? 

• What do we need to do? 

 

Ask the closing question, “Are all hearts clear?”   

 

After the Meeting 

Submit the Circuit Meeting Monthly Communication Record 

 

Other Homework or Assignements 

Book Reading 

Introduce and Begin work on a covenant with local church leaders.  Resources from Cornerstones 2 and 3 may 

be useful for your work. 

Bring your local church’s explicit written mission statement, if you have one. 

 Leading Worship next time: 

 Leading Glory Sightings next time: 

 Completing the Communication Record next time: 

 

Future Meeting Dates/Times:  

 Links to Resources: 

  6 Processes of Spiritual Leadership – https://vimeo.com/showcase/8445532/video/546650489  

  3 Accountabilities of Spiritual Leadership – https://vimeo.com/showcase/8445532/video/546650691  

  Vocational Accountability video - https://vimeo.com/584972224  

  Circuit Meeting Monthly Communication Record – https://bit.ly/3feqZ7N 

  

  

https://vimeo.com/showcase/8445532/video/546650489
https://vimeo.com/showcase/8445532/video/546650691
https://vimeo.com/584972224
https://bit.ly/3feqZ7N


 

Circuit Ministry Leadership Fundamentals 

(Adapted from Spiritual Leadership Incorporated) 

 

What we mean: 

1) Circuit: churches led by eight to ten pastoral leaders led by a Circuit Clergy Leader and Circuit Lay Leader. 

2) Missionally Effective: accomplishing the Mission of The United Methodist Church in the local church. 

3) Leadership Multiplication: leaders developing leaders. The District Superintent cultivates leadership among the Circuit 

Leaders. The Circuit Leaders cultivates leadership among Circuit Members who cultivate leadership in the local church 

and community. 

4) Missional Accountability & Oversight – clergy working in partnership with laity to “make disciples of Jesus Christ for 

the transformation of the world” with a focus on the 3-5 Missional Expectations (goals) identified by the District 

Superintendent in partnership with the church.   

  

3 Principles that Form the Bedrock 

1) Developing SPIRITUAL LEADERS who model a 

community that loves, learns, and leads together. 

2) Creating ENVIRONMENTS that foster transformation. 

3) Establishing PROCESSES that bear fruit. 

 

3 Practices to Create an Adaptive Framework 

1) LOVING, providing the bedrock of trust in God and 

each other where Learning and Leading can happen. 

2) LEARNING, cultivating a common language and 

studying adaptive, mission-focused resources. 

3) LEADING, accountability to our purpose and mission. 

 

6 Processes Where the Work is Done 

Environment Creating      Fruitful Process Creating 

1) Covenantal Living      4) MAP Making and Experimentation 

     Aligning our expectations of interaction.        Questions to ponder and discern to achieve the goal. 

2) Spiritual Formation      5) Reflecting-Adjusting-Doing for Learning 

     Growing spiritually in community.         Learning cycle for our context. 

3) Shared Leadership      6) Personal Development Planning for Personal Growth 

     No one leader has all the answers.  

         

4 Accountabilities Bring the Model to Life 

1) SPIRITUAL: growing in Christ’s likeness through Worship, Glory Sightings, Spiritual Formation. 

2) RELATIONAL: defining and living into how to work together effectively through the Covenant and closing by asking, 

“Are all hearts clear?”.   

3) MISSIONAL: making and meeting commitments to move the mission forward through mission-focused learning, local 

church MAPs, and, eventually, circuit and district MAPs. 

4) VOCATIONAL: living out our call and our connectional relationship and responsibilities in the Iowa Conference through 

the practice of loving, sharing life, and engaging in connectional opportunities. 

 


